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The President's Message...

Roger Hufford

On Selecting Debate Topics

Many of our Chapters have two or three "representatives" on the Topic Selection Committee. Judging from my own experience, three years on the Committee, few of you have ever written to express your wishes. If your college, or your coach, is a member of the American Forensic Association, you have the AFA representative as "your" representative. If your college, or coach, belongs to the Speech Communication Association, there is another representative, in addition to the Pi Kappa Delta representative.

The "philosophy of Pi Kappa Delta" is operationally expressed through the reward system we employ at the national tournament. It is therefore a part of our philosophy to promote forensic programs that offer both debate and individual events, since we give sweepstakes points for both. In recent years the number of events offered has increased steadily, so that must be part of our philosophy, too. And we give "participation" points for every college that takes part in any event, as part of our philosophy is to encourage participation by all, not just the tournament winners.

The smallest events at our nationals in St. Louis were the three divisions of debate. Apparently we had not organized debate attractively enough to appeal to the majority of our chapters. Should chapters that do not debate have to pay the bill so those who do? My own answer has been that Pi Kappa Delta has a responsibility to organize debate competition at our national tournament that will attract a majority of chapters to take part. In St. Louis, our membership voted to add a CEDA division to Lincoln-Douglas, traditional, and cross-exam, and we hope you will find one or more of the offerings appealing.

CEDA and "On-Topic" debate are well organized nationally, and will be widely available next year, whether

(Continued, page 23)
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Theodore O.H. Karl

As the school year 1979-80 draws to a close, this office is reminded that it is time for us to check on those who are seniors and graduating, and transfer their records to the alumni file. We congratulate all of you on this great achievement. We are sorry to see you leave the active participation in the undergraduate activities of the Fraternity, but by the same token we hope that in a very few years we will be seeing many of you as coaches and directors of forensics. We hope it will be possible for you to continue to be a part of Pi Kappa Delta, either as the sponsor of a present chapter, sponsor of a new chapter on a campus where there is presently no chapter, or as a member of an alumni chapter. We wish to thank you for your efforts and interest in and for Pi Kappa Delta.

To the membership and particularly to the sponsors, we must give a warning. Many of the new memberships coming in this year have been accompanied by fees of only ten dollars. The membership fee remains at fifteen dollars. Many have misunderstood President Hufford's proposal. The chapter will be given credit in the form of rebates of credit, to be applied on registration fees at the convention in 1981. Failing to send in the correct fee delays the issuing of cards and increases the time and expense of postage required to bill for the additional fee.

It is never too late to send in the chapter fee of $15.00. If you have overlooked this item, please send it in now so that it might be included in this year's financial report. There are several chapters who have not paid as yet, and it will save us from billing for two years next fall.

The office has a request of the outgoing province officers. The constitution of Pi Kappa Delta requires that the Province Governor be responsible for sending this office a copy of the minutes of the Province (Continued, page 16)
Gatlinburg Chosen for 1981 Convention

The National Council of Pi Kappa Delta has selected Gatlinburg, Tennessee, as the site for the 1981 National Convention. The dates for the convention have not been finalized at this time, but April 1-4, 1981, is being given strong consideration.

Three sites within the Province of the Southeast were considered: Panama City Beach, Florida; Virginia Beach, Virginia; and Gatlingburg, Tennessee. Each was evaluated for its costs and convenience for member schools attending, travel for member schools, adequacy of facilities, and convenience for chapters of the host province.

The River Terrace Motel, a fully-equipped convention facility submitted a bid to provide rooms for participants at rates as low as $8.00 per day with four per room and a guarantee of ninety-five rooms. They also assured the Council of sufficient meeting rooms and banquet facilities. The River Terrace is within easy walking distance of shopping areas, cafes, and "fast-food" facilities.

The Gatlinburg location will allow more chapters to travel by car than either of the other two. It is less accessible by air. However, Knoxville, Tenn., is nearby and provides full air travel facilities. Pi Kappa Delta will be able to charter bus transportation from the airport to Gatlinburg for $8.00 per person.

Communications from member schools of the Province of the Southwest appeared to favor Gatlinburg. The host chapter has not been selected at this time but will be determined sometime this summer.

Support for CIDD Restored

President Roger Hufford indicates that Pi Kappa Delta has restored its share of funding for the Committee on Intercollegiate Discussion and Debate. In a letter to National Council members dated March 31, 1980, Hufford wrote, "I am satisfied that Tom's (G. Thomas Goodnight, Chairman) assurances indicate that the Committee wants to be responsive to the member constituencies."

In other correspondence Hufford indicated that the topic selection committee has agreed to place the off-topic section back on the ballot for the coming year. He also asked H. Francis Short, Pittsburg, Kansas, State U., to resume membership as PKD representative on the Committee on Intercollegiate Discussion and Debate.

Professor Short has agreed to do so. In his response to Hufford he stated, "If you and the Council wish me to continue as PKD representative to CIDD, my resignation is hereby withdrawn, as you requested. My desire is to do that which is best for the fraternity. As a member of the committee I will try to represent PKD to the best of my ability..."
newly renovated facility in Eastvold Auditorium. The evening also marked the official station change to 100,000 watts of power and a 19-hour broadcast day. Now the most powerful non-commercial station north of San Francisco, KPLU-FM offers a format of classical music, jazz, news and public affairs.

Karl, who retired two years ago after 32 years on the PLU faculty, was one of PLU's best-known professors. In addition to serving as university parliamentarian and grand marshal, he was a narrator for countless music and drama events.

As a long-time forensics teacher and coach, he developed the public speaking skills of hundreds of PLU students, including the university president, Dr. William O. Rieke.

A 1953 PLU graduate, Rieke was a champion debater as an undergraduate. "Any achievements I have attained are closely related to something I learned from Karl—the ability to speak coherently and cogently on short notice," Rieke said.

Karl has served for the past five years as secretary-treasurer of the national Pi Kappa Delta speech honorary. He is a past president of the national PKD as well as the Washington State Speech Association.

Karl might well be considered the founder of KPLU-FM. During the late '40s and early '50s he taught students how to produce radio programs on primitive wire recorders.

When Eastvold Auditorium was built in 1951, he insisted on construction of a radio-televison studio, though KPLU-FM was still years in the future. Karl was serving as head of the communication arts department when the station first went on the air with 10 watts of power in 1966 and increased 40,000 watts in 1972.

Three of his former students have been instrumental in the station's operation and growth for the past 15 years. Paul Steen, now of San Diego, spearheaded the initial operation in 1966-67. He is a 1954 PLU graduate. Judd Doughty '55 has been in charge since. The chief engineer during the station's entire history has been David Christian, a '59 alumnus.

KPLU-FM now broadcasts from a new 420-foot tower near Port Orchard.

Muhlenberg Joins PKD

Muhlenberg College, Allentown, Pennsylvania, has been approved for membership in Pi Kappa Delta. Tony Allison, Chairman of the Charter and Standards Committee, announced on April 3, 1980 that the National Council and the Province of the Colonies had voted to accept Muhlenberg's petition.

Chapter Sponsor is Doctor Christopher Joyner. The Muhlenberg Pi Chapter was installed at the Province of the Colonies Tournament and Convention held in York, Pennsylvania in April of this year.

School of the Ozarks Joins Pi Kappa

The new School of the Ozarks Pi Kappa Delta chapter was officially installed by Dr. Tom Harte, Past-President of PKD, at the Quad-Province Tournament held on the campus of Buena Vista College in Storm Lake, Iowa. Assisting in the installation were Derald Harris, Director of Forensics at Central Missouri State College, and Penny Romans, Director of Forensics at William Jewell College and now Governor of the Province of the Missouri. The School of the Ozarks chapter was named Missouri Phi.
Points of View . . .

Quo Vadis - Pi Kappa Delta ??

Long time Pi Kappa Deltans can recall when the toughest logistical problem facing forensic directors and their students concerned which festival/tournament to attend on a particular weekend, or how to split the squad so that competition at two or three sites on the same weekend might be possible, or how many cars would be available for next week's trip.

Today's forensic directors already are, or soon will be, struggling with questions such as which festival or tournament they can afford to attend this semester, or how the administration and/or student government can be persuaded to help fund the forensic budget for one more year, or even — how the administration can be convinced to fund the department of speech communication for one more year.

To suggest, as have recent articles in The Forensic, that the basic problem is energy related and that our worry might be "spot shortages of fuel" is to over simplify or even fantasize to a dangerous degree. Our forensic crisis is only one small ramification of a whole system of crises — crises of the national or international economy, of foreign relations, of public confidence in government and in higher education, and of public willingness to fund any activity which hasn't been sold to them as "basic." Trite as the expression may have become, it is time for each of us, individually and fraternally, to bite the proverbial bullet, and to start biting without delay.

The first and most vital bite, for an organization such as ours, would seem to be to suspend, at least for the foreseeable future, national conventions and tournaments. While this will seem to many of you to be sheer heresy, we would remind you that many of us are talking not of convenience but of survival. To discuss a round trip of three or four thousand miles, consuming a week's time, seems almost ludicrous to many of us. Admittedly, and commendably, the National Council is attempting by Band-aid methods to patch up and preserve the national event, pruning the number of days and the registration fees, etc., but the result is that we offer less and less to fewer and fewer of us, and the process still is doomed to ultimate bankruptcy and abandonment. Why not suspend this extravagance of our own volition, rather than holding its hand through a slow, painful death?

A reasonable question to consider, before taking such drastic action, undoubtedly would be what benefits would irreplaceably be lost? True, we'd be suspending a tradition of over sixty years duration. And, yes, we would miss the socializing and fellowship of our biennial get-togethers. However, when considered realistically, even these advantages probably are exaggerated. Under prevailing conditions, where students participation in forensic activities often is limited to not more than two years, due to employment-oriented curricular pursuits, few students would attend more than one national convention, and probably a majority of student members would attend none at all. Furthermore, it is doubtful that those who
do attend are able to establish a genuine affiliation with a national organization whose member chapters are in a constant state of flux. Thus, considering the financial constraints which limit attendance at the national convention and the concurrent difficulties of maintaining a spirit of national cohesiveness and fraternity through the convention medium, it is time we investigate other alternatives to preserve the nature and the value of the national fraternity of Pi Kappa Delta.

Furthermore, we are not convinced that forensic participation is any more instructive, educational, or even rewarding when it takes place at a national meeting than when it occurs at regional, state, local, or even campus levels, especially when local level events afford the opportunity to interact with a live audience. Our member schools should have the option of deciding at what level their participation emphasis is to be and how their shrinking forensic budget is to be expended, without jeopardizing their status in our organization. Every benefit which we attribute to forensic participation, to "the art of persuasion, beautiful and just," is just as attainable in a program pitched at campus or local or state level as at the national level.

If we strengthen and make optimal use of The Forensic, our fraternal business affairs and even our maintenance of acquaintanceships might be almost as effectively accomplished. At the same time, we would be relieved of the tedious, unpleasant task of placing an ever increasing number of chapters on probation, or of revoking the charters of numerous long time member schools. It may well be that a considerable number of those schools which seem apathetic about loss of charter may do so because they realize they simply can not plan to attend national or even province meetings. For the good of the order, our thrust should be toward retaining as many schools as possible in Pi Kappa Delta.

In short, we propose that national convention/tournaments be suspended, that we conduct our fraternal business via the mails and The Forensic, and, if bugets permit, that we alternate state-wide festival/tournaments with the biennial province-wide events. If even the province-wide events become impractical, as they already have for some chapters, then let us vow to maintain our programs at regional, state and local levels. Let us concentrate on maximum degree attainment by our students and work with pride toward strong local chapters of Pi Kappa Delta.

Phil McFarland
Gordon Owen
New Mexico Alpha Chapter,
New Mexico State University

Ward suggests Forensic Changes for the Eighties

My crystal ball is cloudy with respect to the direction forensics will take in the 1980's, but I do have some thoughts about the course which I think forensics in general, and Pi Kappa Delta forensics in particular, should follow in the future. Like most of my colleagues, I am both a forensics director and a coach, so my concern is divided between the practical considerations of running a program and those factors which contribute to making forensics a worthwhile activity for my students. My suggestions, then, for the future—for that is really what they are, rather than predictions—are offered with both of
considerations in mind.
I suspect that the biggest problem for those of us running forensics programs during the 1980's will continue to be financial. My budget was reduced last fall—after the school year had begun—because of an unanticipated decline in the college's enrollment, despite the fact that costs have increased substantially since last year.
One obvious suggestion is to hold more tournaments closer to home, but even this is difficult. My area of western Pennsylvania is within seventy-five miles of urban areas with combined populations of about five million people and with fifty or so colleges and universities, yet only a handful of these schools have active forensics teams and only four, based on the JAFA calendar, sponsored debate and/or individual events tournaments during the current year. Perhaps a period of educational retrenchment is the wrong time to suggest that we should encourage other schools either to reinvigorate moribund forensics programs or to establish new ones, but I do believe that having more schools closer together with active teams is one way of dealing with the budget crunch.
A second suggestion, specifically for schools located in geographic areas in which several forensics teams now exist, is that a larger number of local or league tournaments or forensics festivals be held. Such events could be conducted in one day for teams within easy driving distance, and at virtually no expense or inconvenience to host schools other than being able to provide a few classrooms in which to hold rounds. Coaches can certainly judge for themselves without hiring others to do it for them, and there is no need for expensive awards to be presented. Oral critiques might even be substituted for points and ranks, creating an atmosphere that is more informal, less competition-oriented, and, in the best tradition of Pi Kappa Delta forensics, more clearly focused on the value to be derived from public speaking participation and appreciation. Of course, there must be a certain number of schools with forensics teams within reasonable proximity of each other for such a proposal as this to be feasible.
Finally, the 1980's might be a good time to cure ourselves of a collective case of "trophy madness," thus saving money and reducing the unhealthy competitiveness which unrestrained trophy-hunting fosters. There is no question that awards have their place in forensics: students do need evidence of their accomplishments, and forensics directors sometimes need full trophy cases in order to convince administrators of the continued viability of their programs. But this does not alter the fact that fewer and less expensive awards could be substituted for some of the extravagant hardware now dispensed at a large number of tournaments. This is a way in which teams might get maximum benefit from their money while retaining the value of the forensics experience for students.
The chief value of forensics for students is in participation; as a result, it is a function of the forensics director to involve as many students as possible as often as possible in the activities of the program. And it is the fear of losing even a small part of the potential student participation in the future that causes me to believe that now, at the beginning of the 1980's, is the appropriate time to anticipate—realistically—what lies ahead of us and to begin preparing for it.

Dr. Jay A. Ward
Director of Forensics
Thiel College
Pennsylvania, Mu
Grace Walsh Wins Encomiums at Retirement Banquet

It was Gracie's night, Saturday, May 10, 1980 at the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire. Professor Grace Walsh, Director of Forensics since 1944, retired from that position effective at the end of the spring term. Hundreds of her friends and students returned to laud her as she ended that career.

Professor Walsh created a complete forensics program in the once small college. She inspired her young people to excellence in debate and in a wide range of individual speech events. For other coaches her approach became a model. And for all who competed against her squads, a win over an Eau Claire contestant was evidence of high accomplishments. In Pi Kappa Delta competition, Walsh-coached squads have been consistent winners of superior sweepstakes recognition.

At the Grace Walsh retirement banquet, the emphasis was focused on accomplishments beyond college competition. Those whose lives she has influenced returned to tell their stories and present the evidence that an excellent forensic program with an excellent coach brings benefits that may live on.

Roderick McPhee, a Walsh squad alumnus and President of Punahou School, Honolulu, Hawaii, Master of Ceremonies, set the tone for those who followed: "Our words will not change the image of Grace Walsh in the hearts of those who have known her. She has had a unique influence on each of us." And each person who spoke helped prove him true.

Mr. William Rodiger, a former forensic squad member at Chippewa Falls High School gave his impression
a dear friend, an outstanding teacher, and an inspiration to many people, now and forever!"

Mr. David Beckwith, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, a former squad member at Wisconsin High School in Madison, told those assembled that you did succeed with Gracie Walsh. There was "a little bit of Vince Lombardi in her." In lauding Professor Walsh he said, "You made us debaters; but more than that, you touched our spirits."

Mr. Clancy Imislund, now of Los Angeles, spoke for the World War II student-veterans of the 1940's. Im-

of those earlier years: She did not force people to do well. She created an intellectual climate that nurtured excellence. Rodiger cited a Walsh maxim for her high schoolers: "Other people are not our friends until we are through competing!" He added this personal tribute: "Grace Walsh is

islund was a top college contestant in after-dinner speaking and he showed that skill. He said that "Gracie" used people from past squads to try to inspire other people. His reaction: "I never knew those guys. They were always off in some cloud ..." They didn't make the difference. "We won because of the integrity and directness of our coach." Of his own forensic experience he said, "The greatest value ... the greatest help ... is that you have an automatic advantage in life because you know how to get up and talk. We

David Beckwith

Charlie Bush

Clancy Imislund
may not dazzle them with our brilliance, but we baffle them with 'B. S.'"

Mr. Charlie Bush, News Director for KSTP TV in Minneapolis, teamed with James Shaeffer and debated to that pinnacle of debate excellence, the final round of the National Tournament at West Point in 1959. In that round, more judges voted for the other team. Bush and Shaeffer placed second. Charlie remembered Grace Walsh's trade mark, her fur coat. "When I first saw Gracie, I thought she was being carried away by a herd of gerbils!" He also remembered her tendency to lose unimportant things. "All of her purses had feet!" Most important Grace Walsh helped her squads to understand that excellence in speech takes hard work. But there is something more: "It's a feeling in your heart!" Grace Walsh helped people find that.

Mr. Richard Duesterbeck, High School Forensic Coach from Durand, Wisconsin, hailed Grace Walsh as the chief reason for his success: "It was Grace Walsh who took a person with very limited ability; she worked with him . . ., polished him . . ., and took him to Northwestern University and came back with a champion!" She had advised him, "The greater the height you set your goal, the harder you must work to reach that goal." His assessment: "I found Gracie to be most unique. She has been patient, compassionate, and willing to learn."

Mr. Mike Rindo, an award winner in the national contest of the Interstate Oratorical Association, spoke for the 1970's: "Grace is a picture of patience." Her most valued quality: "She shared our victories and defeats . . . She was always with you!"

Dr. Leonard Haas, Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire, remembered an incident in which Coach Walsh had left her travel money, all fives and tens, on top of the car as the squad started on a trip. It took the entire squad to retrieve the scattered cash. Dr. Haas lauded Professor Walsh for her forty-eight years as a teacher, all but one in the state of Wisconsin. "She has been a
major force in the class room." He quoted the letter which was sent to Grace when she was first hired: "We desire very much to have you on our faculty. I want you here to head the forensics program. With you on the faculty, Eau Claire will become a center for forensic activities in northwest Wisconsin." Haas noted her achievement far beyond that original prediction. "You have made it a center for regional and national leadership in forensics . . . . The excellence of this University is in large part because of you."

Dr. Robert M. O'Neil, President of the University of Wisconsin System, remembered Grace Walsh as a critic-judge of his own contest debate years at Harvard University. He noted her careful analysis of the contest performance, with never an attack on the person. His personal tribute: "Part of what I am and where I am is attributable to you."

Friends and family added their tributes to Grace Walsh, exemplary teacher, coach, and friend. Robert Shaw of the City Council of Eau Claire read the city's Commendation of Grace Walsh on the Occasion of Her Retirement.

The ultimate tribute to this staunch forensic coach came in a message from Governor Lee Sherman Dreyfus. His message cited the influence Grace Walsh has had on students and the contributions of leadership those people have given to Wisconsin. For such good reasons, he named Sunday, May 11, 1980, Grace Walsh Day in the State of Wisconsin.

It is the Grace Walshes in forensics who bring credit to us all. It is by records such as hers that all of us may be measured.

Send your Chapter News to:

Bob Derryberry, Associate Editor
The Forensic
Ouachita Baptist University
Arkadelphia, AR 71923
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1980-81 Research Theme Designated

The Pi Kappa Delta Research Subcommittee has designated the following theme for the 1980-81 academic year: "Debating Value Propositions." No parameters will be enunciated. However, with the inclusion of CEDA style debate in future PKD tournaments, the research thrust should entail a careful study of audience-oriented debate formats. This theme should give us a focal point which can help to generate quality research.

Articles which apply to the specified theme must be received no later than January 15, 1981. All manuscripts must be prepared in accordance with THE MLA Style Sheet (second edition).

All manuscripts which are related to this theme should be sent to:

Prof. Wayne N. Thompson
Chairman, Pi Kappa Delta
Research Subcommittee
School of Communication
University of Houston
Houston, Texas 77004

or to:

Prof. Walter H. Murrish
Associate Editor, The Forensic
Department of Communication Studies
University of Missouri - Kansas City
Kansas City, Missouri 64110

Manuscripts selected for publication will appear in the March issue which will feature forensic research. The 1981 biennial convention will also include a research session. Papers selected for publication will be considered for presentation at the convention.

While the March issue and the convention seminar will be restricted to "Debating Value Propositions," articles on other aspects of forensic research will be considered for various issues of The Forensic.

Secretary . . . from page 4

convention, as well as a copy of the Treasurer's report given at the convention. This office should be notified of the results of the election of the new officers for the next two years to enable us to correspond with the new officers. Please send their proper addresses, both home and office telephone numbers, for the use of the National Council and the editor of the FORENSIC. There is also a requirement that this office have a copy of the operating constitution of the Province, and it should be kept up to date with all of the amendments as they occur.

1980-81 should be a very interesting year for Pi Kappa Delta. Although the site for the National Convention, at this writing, has not been selected, the National Council will be meeting in August to firm up plans for the convention. If there is some concern in your mind about the convention, the October FORENSIC will carry the final decisions of the Council as to events, schedule, budgets, etcetera. When the Council has finished its work and solved the problems to the best of its ability, we hope we will have a convention you will find enjoyable, stimulating, and an important event in your forensics experience.

Have a productive summer, whether it is all work or all play, or some of both. Enjoy.
Tournament results covering six of the twelve provinces were available at press time. Other province tournament results made available to the editor before August 1, 1980, will be printed in the fall edition. The Forensic will indicate first, second, and third places and ratings of superior and excellent where given.

Province of the Colonies
York College of Pennsylvania and Shippensburg State College were joint hosts for the Province of the Colonies Convention-Tournament in York, Pennsylvania.

Discussion. Superior Ratings: Jeanette LeBlanc, Bridgewater S.C., 1st; Connie Keane, West Chester S.C., 2nd. Excellent Ratings: Judy Williams, West Chester S.C., 3rd; Jon Pliskin, Wilkes C., Camille McRoberts, York C.


Persuasive Speaking. Superior Ratings: Connie Keane, West Chester S.C., 1st; Coleen Grice, Wilkes C., 3rd; Harry Strausser, Bloomsburg S.C.; Barry Stehr, York C.


Sweepstakes: West Chester S.C., 1st; Wilkes C., and 2nd; Bloomsburg S.C., 3rd.
Provinces of the Lakes and Illinois, Bi-Province

The report from this tournament did not include a sweepstakes designation. The tournament included six individual events and traditional debate. Ratings of superior and excellent were not indicated so The Forensic will indicate those who placed first, second, and third.


Persuasive Speaking. Sammy Davis, Jr., Heidelberg C., 1st; Denise Bostdorff, Bowling Green S.U., 2nd; Laura Gordon, Clarion S.C., 3rd. Communication Criticism. Mark Belasic, U. of Akron, 1st; Murphy, U. of Akron, 2nd; Mike Clement, Adrian College, 3rd.

Dramatic Duo. Laura Gordon and George Lakes, Clarion S.C., 1st; Terry Caddell and Culver, U. of Akron, 2nd; Kevin Dean and Andrea Lester, Bowling Green S.U., 3rd.

Oral Interpretation. Laura Gordon, Clarion S.C., 1st; Kevin Dean, Bowling Green S.U., 2nd; Gene Freeman, Central Michigan U., 3rd.


Province of the Plains, Missouri, Province at Buena Vista College, Storm Lake, Iowa.

Oratory. Superior Ratings: Humphrey, Missouri Western S.C., 1st; Sandy Knapp, Southwest Baptist C., 2nd; Mike Short, Central Missouri S.U., 3rd; Van Kierstad, Southwest Baptist C. Excellent Ratings: Dupree, Missouri Western C.; Linda Delahoyde, Moorhead S.U.; Leslie Dent, Moorhead S.U., Shawn Aiken, St. Olaf C.; Randy Hagan, Southeast Missouri S.U., Ann Johnson, Southwest (Minn.) S.U.; Cindy Hoover, William Jewell C.; Steve Petry, William Jewel C., Kim Norwood, Evangel C.

Informative Speaking. Superior Ratings: Rich Snow, Moorhead S.U., 1st; Jill Luehrman, Central Missouri S.U., 2nd; Anna Maleckyj, School of Ozarks, 3rd. Excellent Ratings: Mumford, Midland Lutheran C.; Mari Pribula, Moorhead S.U.; Timothy Trudeau, Moorhead S.U.; Shawn Aiken, St. Olaf C.; Sandy Knapp, Southwest Baptist C.; Aasen, U of Sioux, and Upper Mississippi: Quad-Province—Superior in Oratory: Standing, Van Kierstad of Southwest Baptist College and Mike Short of Central Missouri State U. Seated, Sandy Knapp of Southwest Baptist College.
Excellent Ratings: Leslie Dent, Moorhead S.C.; Steve Zalinsky, St. Olaf C.; Charles Lubbers, South Dakota S.U.; Randy Hagan, Southeast Missouri S.U.; Werner, Southwest (Minn.) S.U.; Billerbeck, U. of Wisconsin-Eau Claire; Cindy Hoover, William Jewell C.

Dramatic Duo. Superior Ratings: David Knutson and Philip Molle, Southwest (Minn.) S.U., 1st; Sandy Knapp and Pat Edmonds, Southwest Baptist C., 2nd. Excellent Ratings: Les Frazer and Martha Lively.

Wisconsin-La Crosse.

Extemporaneous Speaking. Superior Ratings: Steve Stites, William Jewell C., 1st; Shawn Aiken, St. Olaf C., 2nd; Mike Short, Central Missouri S.U., 3rd (tie); Humphrey, Missouri Western S.C., 3rd (tie). Ex-

Quad-Province—Superior in Extemporaneous Speaking. Standing, Shawn L. Aiken of St. Olaf College and Mike Short of Central Missouri State U. In front, Steve Stites of William Jewell College.

Southwest Baptist C., 3rd; Kent Newport and Linda Hopkins, William Jewell C.; Rich Snow and Marie Pribula, Moorhead S.U.; Brian Mathers and Raileen Peterson, Buena Vista C.

Interpretation of Prose. Superior Ratings: Sheri Nun, Midland Lutheran C., 1st; Danny Stottlemyre, School of the Ozarks, 2nd; Glen Carlson, Evangel C., 3rd; Lisa Perry, Moorhead S.U.; Tyler, Missouri Western C. Excellent Ratings: Keith Warne, Dakota State C.; Shue, Missouri Western C.; Debra Estes.

Moorhead S.U.; Linda Delahoyde, Moorhead S.U.; Pat Edmonds, Southwest Baptist C.; David Knutson, Southwest (Minn.) S.U.; Nelson, Southwest (Minn.) S.U.; Massey, Sterling C.; Kim Norwood, Evangel C.; Leann Sears, Evangel C.

Excellent Ratings: Jill Luehrman, Central Missouri S.U.; Lee Nelson, Central Missouri S.U.; Humphrey, Missouri Western C.; Dupree, Missouri Western C.; Lisa Perry Moorhead S.U.; Sandy Knapp, Southwest Baptist C.; Nofsinger, U. of Wisconsin-LaCrosse; Keith Kopp, William Jewell C.

(Continued, page 27)

Chapter News

HARDING UNIVERSITY
Reporters: Anita Eagen and Rhea Enloe

province of the lower mississippi

Harding's debate season began with a workshop conducted by two of our senior members, Bob Chandler and Jeff Hobbs. They introduced this year's resolution and lectured on material that Bob received in a debate workshop at the University of Arizona at Tuscon, during the summer.

The Arkansas Zeta Chapter No. 250 under the direction of active members Dr. Evan Ulrey and Dr. Patrick Garner has fourteen members this year. Formal initiation activities are held each semester for qualified individuals. Three new members were initiated during the fall semester.

SCHOOL OF THE OZARKS
Reporter: C. Darrell Langley

We have attended nine tournaments to date and expect to compete in several others before the season is over. Student Congress was also included in our agenda of events. Our Pi Kappa Delta secretary, Phillip Gould, was elected President of the Senate.

Harding also hosted a high school tournament, in conjunction with our speech department. High schools in the Arizona area participated in individual events, debate rounds, and attended workshops conducted by Dr. Evan Ulrey and Dr. Patrick Garner.

The Harding Pi Kappa Delta squad was also involved in a program, which we called News Notes. It consisted of chapel programs. This project was constructed to inform the student body of national and international events.

Harding's future plans include

SCHOOL OF THE OZARKS
Charter members of the new Missouri PHI Chapter of Pi Kappa Delta at The School of the Ozarks are Kelly Winder, Linda Parish, Anna Maleckyj, Dan Stottlemeyer, Prof. C. Darrell Langley, Director of Forensics, and Dr. James L. Meikle, Chairman of the Speech and Theatre Department. The chapter was installed at the Quad-Province Tournament held at Buena Vista College, Storm Lake, Iowa.

FORENSIC
Chapter News

The Pi Chapter of Pi Kappa Delta at York College of Pennsylvania installed new members and named and installed its new officers for the 1980-1981 season on April 10, 1980. The new officers were Barry Stehr, president; Scott Little, vice-president; Bonnie Wire, secretary; and Karen Markey, Treasurer. New members installed were Karen Gardner, Karen Markey, Phil Moynahan, Larry Peacock, and Bonnie Wire. Cathy Velez was named an honorary member.

Camille McRoberts, president of Pennsylvania Pi for 1978-80, Barry Stehr, the new president, and Karen Markey, treasurer for the next year, all qualified for the National Forensic Association national tournament held in Birmingham, Alabama.

BUENA VISTA COLLEGE

The Iowa Kappa Chapter of PKD has had a very active forensic schedule. During the fall semester, the squad hosted a beginners debate tournament, and travels included Omaha, NE, and LaCross, WI. Spring activities included tournaments in Iowa City and Mankato, MN. in addition to hosting the Japanese Debate Tour in mid-March. The end of March brought the Quad Province PKD tournament to the Buena Vista Campus. Provinces represented were the Province of Missouri, the Province of the Plains, the Province of the Upper Mississippi, and the Province of the Sioux.

The squad, under the direction of Dr. Sandra Madsen, has seen a successful year. Raileen Peterson, a BVC junior, received a third place trophy for impromptu speaking at
Creighton Univ. and placed in after dinner speaking at the Univ. of Iowa. Brian Mathers, another junior, has been a consistent finalist in interpretation of prose. Rookie Kim Swanger placed twice in prose interpretation and received a second place trophy at the Univ. of Iowa in after dinner speaking.

Not only have students done well this year, but at the Iowa Intercollegiate Forensic Association Tournament in Iowa City, Dr. Madsen was chosen to be the Secretary/Treasurer of the IIFA.

The Buena Vista PKD Chapter has grown considerably. Five new members will be formally initiated at a banquet this spring. New officers will also be chosen at the banquet.

President . . .

from page 3

Pi Kappa Delta supports them or not. Lincoln-Douglas and other forms of off-topic debate have been less well organized. Here is a job for Pi Kappa Delta to undertake. We have asked the Topic Selection Committee, which we help to finance, to circulate appropriate off-topic questions for us to use at nationals, and Tom Goodnight, the Chairman for the coming year, assures me that they will do so. Our contribution, then, will be an effort to generate varieties of worthwhile debate competition for everyone, and we have agreed to maintain financial support for the Topic Selection Committee on the understanding that they will help us by circulating off-topic questions on the national ballot for next year.

This issue of our magazine will probably not reach you in time for you to write your representative about the ballot for next year. But please keep a copy of the next ballot you get, and take advantage of your right to express your opinion to all of your representatives about what kinds of topics you would like to have.
## NEW MEMBERS OF PI KAPPA DELTA

### NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
- 52016 Karl Ahlers
- 52017 Joseph Rangel
- 52018 Lynn Stearns

### PITTSBURGH STATE UNIVERSITY, KANSAS
- 52019 David R Small
- 52020 John Tipton
- 52146 Lora Snyder
- 52147 Donna R. Mynatt

### UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-OSHKOSH
- 52021 Tarome Alford
- 52022 Susan L. Stigall
- 52023 Debra Groth
- 52024 William Gensrick
- 52025 Joan Palecek

### IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY
- 52026 C.M. Mettrick

### WILLIAM JEWELL COLLEGE, MO.
- 52027 Jeanne Hirsch
- 52028 Stephany J. Teeter
- 52029 Jamil Ann Martin
- 52030 Steven Michael Petry
- 52031 Bradley Jay Gans
- 52032 Linda S. Hopkins

### CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, HAYWARD
- 52033 Mark Roberts
- 52034 Jeffrey M. Romiguliere
- 52035 Kevin Patterson
- 52036 Stephen J. Healy
- 52037 Wendy S. Taner
- 52038 Sally Angeles Leyva
- 52039 Dante Oduayen
- 52040 David C. Bradley
- 52041 Peggy Ann Bradley
- 52142 Julie Taner
- 52143 Hideo Taki
- 52148 Daniel Fletcher

### RIPON COLLEGE, WI.
- 52144 Paul R. Evensen
- 52145 Carolyn E. Guy

### ADRIAN COLLEGE, MI.
- 52149 Mark James Gebhart
- 52150 Philip Morris Krauss

### ST. MARTIN'S COLLEGE, WA.
- 52151 Graham S. McReynolds
- 52152 Denise Marie-Cecelia Fuchs
- 52153 Audrey E. Wilkerson

### ORAL ROBERTS UNIVERSITY, OK.
- 52154 Julia Moriarity

### PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY, WA.
- 52155 Mark Dunmire
- 52156 Sherry Ahola
- 52157 Brian Olson
- 52158 Pam Tohas
- 52159 Joan Koehler

### CENTRAL MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
- 52160 Julie Ellen Maas
- 52162 Harriet Treseder

### PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, TX.
- 52161 John David Franz

### CLARION STATE COLLEGE, PA.
- 52163 Philip Elliott
- 52164 Thomas Reed Dougherty
- 52165 Janice Mueller
- 52166 Alexandra Crance
- 52167 Patricia Iddon
- 52168 Robert Raymond Heimbach
- 52169 Kevin Lantz
- 52170 James L. Erb
- 52171 James Keith Cole

### S.E. LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
- 52172 Edward Loughlin
- 52173 Bruce E. Bennett
- 52174 Gaumond

### GREENVILLE COLLEGE, IA.
- 52175 Russ Crittenden
- 52176 Alan Gaffner

### COE COLLEGE, IA.
- 52177 Elizabeth A. Zeidel
- 52178 Al Utz
- 52179 Randy Bauer
- 52180 Bernadette Pigsley
- 52181 Jerry Farsworth
- 52182 Greg Biegel
- 52183 Jamie Meyers
- 52184 Terri Rowenhorst
- 52185 Erica Brust
- 52186 Julie Gilchrist

### UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS, MONTICELLO
- 52187 Gary Davis

### LEWIS & CLARK COLLEGE, OR.
- 52188 Jeff Philpott
- 52189 Stephen Dover
- 52190 George Hammond
- 52191 Nancy Miller

### EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
- 52192 Carla Teegarden
- 52201 Terry Shatto

### EVANGEL COLLEGE, MO.
- 52193 Jonathan Schafer
- 52194 Christina Joyce Burns
- 52195 Sherilyn Kay Gooder
- 52196 Glen Carlson
- 52197 Kim Norwood
- 52198 Angela Munsie
- 52199 Charlene Hester Bernhardt
- 52200 Leann Sears
- 52282 Jerome Hagen

### HARDING UNIVERSITY, AR.
- 52202 Johnny Miller
- 52203 Rhea Ann Enloe
- 52204 C.T. Reatherford

### MIDLAND LUTHERAN COLLEGE, NB.
- 52205 Todd Miller
- 52206 Cornia Engebret
- 52207 David Mumford
- 52208 Catherine Armbeck
- 52209 Catherine Meyenburg

### UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS, FAYETTEVILLE
- 52210 Teri Mosier

### SOUTHEASTERN OK. ST. UNIVERSITY
- 52211 James Catliff
- 52212 Robert Scively
- 52213 Thomas Jefferson Davis
THIEL COLLEGE, PA.
52214 Linda Carol Elonen
52215 Donna Marie Dannhardt

SCHOOL OF THE OZARKS, MO.
52216 Anna H. Maleckkyj
52217 Linda Parish
52218 Danny E. Stottlemyre

TENN. TECH. UNIVERSITY
52219 David Vonell
52220 Joe Garman
52234 Robert W. Beardsley
52235 Randall Bond

TEXAS A & I UNIVERSITY
52221 Eudoxio Ramos
52222 Delma Luzano
52223 Gustavo O. DeLeon, Jr.
52224 Jennifer Killian

UNIVERSITY OF AKRON
52225 George Stoffer
52226 Larene Mc Cryo
52227 Jacqueline Phister
52228 Dan Ellenberger
52229 Regina Oldaker
52230 D. Todd Little
52231 Mark Belasic
52232 David Drabold
52233 Randy Culver

MIDWESTERN ST. UNIVERSITY, TX.
52236 Jamie Ann Haley
52237 Christopher D. Walton

UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND, WA.
52238 Tammra Johnson
52239 Mark Turner
52240 Steven A. Harvey
52241 Isabelle Bauman
52242 Larry D. Baumiller

UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON, TEXAS
52243 Fernando A. DuBove
52244 Lauren P. Kelly
52245 Stephan E. Rubin

WEST CHESTER STATE COLLEGE, PA.
52246 Lynn Carol Angelica
52247 Ellen Jane Feathers
52248 Kathy J. Granito
52249 Terri Lee Greene
52250 Steven G. Jones
52251 Sandra Marie Rossiter
52252 Kimberly Ann Stanford
52253 Tammy Ann Valenti

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN COLORADO
52255 Gary D. Keil

BUENA VISTA COLLEGE, IA.
52256 Wanda Moeller
52257 Kim Swanger
52258 S. Lynn Schofield
52259 Cindy Rolofes
52260 Beth Rygh

OTTERBEIN COLLEGE, OH.
52261 Yvette Bolla
52262 Janet Hutzelman
52263 D. Scott Clark

WESTMAR COLLEGE, IA.
52264 Kevin Murphy
52265 Alexis Underwood
52266 Lorrie Leader

52267 Mark Lowe
52268 Brian Zschiesche
52269 Tami Paulin
52270 Donald Cross

MOOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY, MN.
52271 Rich Snow
52272 Lisa Ayers Perry
52273 Laurie Ann Edlund
52274 Linda R. Delanoyde
52275 Tammy Ramsdell

SOUTHWEST BAPTIST COLLEGE, MO.
52276 Glenn A. Miller
52277 Sandy Knapp
52278 Jodie A. Eurlitt
52279 J. Stephen Branstetter
52280 Patrick M. Edmonds
52281 Ruth Steele

APPALACHIAN ST. UNIV., N.C.
52283 Ruth Malcolm Blankinshi
52284 Ruth Louise Stuckey
52285 Tania D. Moody
52286 Dorothy Virginia Kibler
52287 Sally Parker Gideon
52288 David Dana Sneed
52289 William F. Boggs

YORK COLLEGE OF PENNSYLVANIA
52290 Scott B. Little
52291 William P. McEntee
52292 Scott D. Tatter
52293 Karen Pearce
52294 Barry Stehr
52295 Louise Markey
52296 Karen Catherine Gardner
52297 Philip John Mynihan
52298 Lawrence C. Peacock
52299 Bonnie G. Wire

MILLIKIN UNIVERSITY, IL.
52300 Patricia Katherine Lemons

WEST CHESTER STATE COLLEGE, PA.
52304 Judy L. Williams
52301 Mitchell L. Beutel
52302 Philip Cloghern
52303 Diane Dillman
52304 Margaret M. Dryden
52305 Jeanne B. Mayernick
52306 Karen Katherine Torrance

TOWSON STATE UNIVERSITY, MD.
52307 Christine Elaine Murphy

MARIETTA COLLEGE, OH.
52308 Janice D. Rederick
52309 Martha S. Glaser

CHADRON ST. COLLEGE, NEB.
52310 Jessica O. Steurer
52311 Christine J. Bourlier
52312 Joy McCrory
52313 Stacie Dilts
52314 Kathy Weitzel
52315 Laura Schenkel
52316 Michael Hampton
52317 Randy Lewandowski

UNIVERSITY OF MONTEVALLO, AL.
52318 Charles Houston Richards, Jr.
52319 Thomas Pope
52320 Rhonda S. Scott

WESTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
52351 Curtis Free
52322 Jeffry Robert Hughes
52323 Edward Spencer Inch
52324 Melody Lynn Felton
52325 Kevin E. Olden
52326 Wendy Jones
52327 Timothy E. Allen
52328 R. Lindsay Engberg
52329 William Lon Allworth
52330 Ty Hanson
52331 Alan Drew Peterson
52332 Perry H. Casper
52333 Kimberly Marie Lindberg
52334 Paul George Cassell

STERLING COLLEGE, KS.
52335 Bill Wallace
52336 Kathleen A. Wittenmeier
52337 Sheryl Nisly

CENTRAL MISSOURI ST. UNIV.
52338 Kristin L. Snoble
52339 Jerold Mueller
52340 Lee Nelson
52341 James C. Welch, Jr.
52342 Samuel Richard Bethel

UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS AT MONTICELLO
52343 David Hoffman
52344 Tim Humphries
52345 Rusty Baugh
52346 Randy Tolson

SOUTHEAST MISSOURI ST. UNIVERSITY
52347 Kevin J. LeGrand
52348 Bobbie A. McGee

LINFIELD COLLEGE, OR.
52349 Marianne Louise Scoggan
52350 Kirstin Agnes King
52351 Teresa Louise Groshong
52352 Allan Dale McKissick

RIPON COLLEGE, WI
51986 Siobhan M. Champ
52015 Bonnie C. Broas

TEXAS A & I UNIVERSITY
51987 Bill Raney
51988 Kimberly A. Scott

IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY
51989 Curtis Alva

WEST TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY
51990 Stefanie Schumacher
51991 Pamela Sue Harman
51992 James Malcolm Casey, Jr.

51993 Gerri Lynn Maize
51994 Thomas Keith Owens
51995 Janice Elaine Grimes
51996 John Kirkland Dean
51997 Cappy Lee Tatom
51998 Mary Martha Gassaway
51999 Ernest C. Vela
52000 Kelly Wayne Gazzaway
52001 Kristine Marie Reed
52002 Jeffery A. Smith
52003 Kelly Davis

CENTRAL MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
52004 Michael Paulsen
52005 Julie K. Wahl
52006 Shawn Lee McGee
52007 Michelle M. Collins
52008 Laura Charlene Dey
52009 Michael Smith
52012 James T. O'Neill

STEPHEN F. AUSTIN ST. UNIV., TX
52010 Dr. Robert Ramsey
52011 Dr. Robert Sidnell

ADRIAN COLLEGE, MI
52013 Michael Dean Clement
52014 Teresa Marie Davis

SPECIAL DISTINCTION
North Carolina EPSILON
Gaylen Leigh Stanley (IS)
Cynthia Lynn Aldridge (IS)
Susan Elizabeth Fillippelli (IS)
Tony Miller Jones (IS)
Harold Lee Kirkman (IS)

Washington ZETA - Perry H. Casper (D, IS)
Oregon BETA
Mike Allen (D)
Michael Alan Alberty (D, IS)

Oklahoma THETA - Michael Hill (D)

HIGHEST DISTINCTION
Pennsylvania PI - Camille H. McRoberts (D, IS)
Maryland ALPHA - Todd Stockman (IS)
Wisconsin ALPHA - Walter A. Pohland (IS)
Pennsylvania IOTA - Heather Jo Daley (IS)
Iowa KAPPA
Raileen Peterson (IS)
Brian Mathers (IS)
Missouri IOTA - Roberta L. Broeker (D)
Oregon BETA - Charles Blanchard (D, IS)

From the Editor . . .

There are benefits which come to editors which are denied to leaders and decision makers. People do write to us giving both the good and the bad they see in the organization. I think people who make the decisions don’t have access to as much information as editors, we don’t have to make the same difficult decisions. We can let our publication reflect a balanced presentation of attitudes and information and let others act. Finally, by publicizing events, hopefully, we help to make the democratic process work.

From this point of view, your editor has attempted to include information about council actions which af-

MAY 1980
fect all of PKD and members' responses to such actions. I think the organization is healthier when members know what is happening and make the leadership aware of their concerns.

The matter of PKD support for the Committee on Discussion and Debate was such as issue. President Hufford is to be congratulated for his willingness to confront the problems which seemed to have developed in that committee. This issue has brought a variety of responses from members. It has created some concern and conflict. I believe it has made Pi Kappa Delta a more influential organization in debate circles and has made us a stronger organization. We need to continue to exert our influence on CIDD to assure grassroots input in the process of topic selection. Roger Hufford's efforts should make CIDD a more responsive group.

Our approach to PKD governance needs to be reexamined. A number of people have questioned the relationship of the powers given to the National Council and other statements of the PKD Constitution. There is room for clarification. While the CIDD issue has been resolved, was the handling of the matter constitutional? Nonetheless, the National Council needs to act expeditiously when problems arise. We should not hamper their ability to serve us. President Hufford has advanced the position that the National Council is the only group which can judge the constitutionality of an action. Thus, if the Council approves an action, it is automatically constitutional, for they will not condemn their actions. John Burt has questioned the appointment of non-Council members as chairpersons of major committees. Yet, we should not deny our organization the services of competent people. All PKD members should study the Constitution. It may need some amendments to strengthen us for the future.

**Winners... from page 20**


**Senior Debate.** Randy Hagan and Roberta Broeker, Southeast Missouri S.U., 1st, Sup.; Charles Lubbers and Janelle Fisk, South Dakota S.U., 2nd, Exc.; Jim Welch and Bobbi Burnette, Central Missouri S.U., 3rd.

**Junior Debate.** Jerry Haggard and Lara Snyder, Pittsburg S.U., 1st, Sup.

**Excellent Ratings:** Brad Ganns and Keith Kopp, William Jewell C., 2nd; Kent Newport and Steve Petry, William Jewell C., 3rd; Marty Birkholt and David Ek, South Dakota S.U.; Clark and Tucker, North Dakota S.U.

**Sweepstakes.** William Jewell C., 1st; Moorhead S.U., 2nd; Southwest Baptist C., 3rd.

---

**IN RECOGNITION**

**The Constitution Revision Committee**

Phyllis Bosley, Chairperson
Towson State University
Towson, Maryland

John M. Burt
509½ East Walnut
Bloomington, Illinois

Diane Casagrande
West Chester State College
West Chester, Pennsylvania

W.N. Corbin
Idaho State University
Pocatello, Idaho

Margaret Greywoods
Georgetown College
Georgetown, Kentucky

Merit the thanks of Pi Kappa Delta for their effort in converting the Constitution to the new paragraph format printed in the March issue of THE FORENSIC.
Errata for PKD Constitution as printed in March 1980 FORENSIC

TABLE OF CONTENTS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>405.33</td>
<td>Order of Instruction ... should not be in bold face. ... should be in line with 405.32.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>561</td>
<td>is repeated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>564.5</td>
<td>second word is “Revision”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>565.3</td>
<td>second word is “of”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

200, between 302 and 400: ARTICLE IV - DIVISIONS OF MEMBERSHIP.

401.3: second word “Active” should be capitalized

401.4, line 1: seventh word is “prowess,” not “progress.”

405.13, line 2: sixth word is “under,” not “uder”

405.22, line 2: first word is “on,” not “or”

405.52, line 1: seventh word “candidate” should not be capitalized

before 500: ARTICLE V - ORGANIZATION is omitted

502.9, line 1: second word “Active,” should be capitalized

529, lines 4 and 5 material omitted: “... may be placed upon probation by the National Council upon recommendation of the Province Governor. The Province Governor shall become...”

551.3, line 2 and 3: “bind-ing,” not “binding”

553, line 3: insert “a” between “on” and “preferential”

557 and 558: need space between paragraphs

559.1, line 2: strike “be” after “must”

562, line 2: “Chapter” should be capitalized

564, line 2: “Standards”

564, line 3 and 4: “Committee on Convention Tournaments”

564.2, line 5: “educational,” not “education”

700, line 7: fifth word should be “that,” not “the”

701, line 1: second word is “Chapters”

900, line 1: “Local Chapters” should be capitalized

904, line 1: “Local Chapters” should be capitalized

1000, line 1: Rules of Order is title of book, should be in bold face, or underlined.